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Abstract A detailed error analysis is a fundamental step in every natural language
processing task, as to be able to diagnose what went wrong will provide cues to
decide which research directions are to be followed. In this paper we focus on error
analysis in Machine Translation (MT). We significantly extend previous error tax-
onomies so that translation errors associated with Romance language specificities can
be accommodated. Furthermore, based on the proposed taxonomy, we carry out an
extensive analysis of the errors generated by four different systems: two mainstream
online translation systemsGoogle Translate (Statistical) and Systran (HybridMachine
Translation), and two in-house MT systems, in three scenarios representing different
challenges in the translation from English to European Portuguese. Additionally, we
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1 Introduction
Error analysis is the process of determining the incidence, cause and consequences
of unsuccessful language (James 1998). This linguistic discipline has been applied to
many research fields, such as Foreign Language Acquisition and Second Language
Learning and Teaching (Corder 1967), since errors contain valuable information on
the strategies that people use to acquire a language (Dulay et al. 1982) and, at the same
time, allow the identification of points that need further work. In fact, according to
Richards (1974), “At the level of pragmatic classroom experience, error analysis will
continue to provide onemeans bywhich the teacher assesses learning and teaching and
determines priorities for future effort”. More recently, error analysis has also become a
focus of research in the machine translation (MT) area, where some work is dedicated
to the design of taxonomies (Llitjós et al. 2005; Vilar et al. 2006; Bojar 2011) and
others target error identification (Popović and Ney 2006). In this paper, we present a
linguistically motivated taxonomy for translation errors that extends previous ones.
Contrary to other approaches, our proposal:
– clusters different types of errors in the main areas of linguistics, allowing the
precise specification of the information level needed to identify the errors and
simplify possible extensions;
– allows the classification of errors that occur inRomance languages (usually ignored
in previous taxonomies) and not only English;
– allows the consideration of a language’s variations.
Moreover, based on this taxonomy we perform a detailed linguistic analysis of the
errors produced in the translation of English (EN) into European Portuguese (EP)
texts by two mainstream online translation systems, Google Translate and Systran,
and two in-house MT systems, both based on Moses technology (Koehn et al. 2007).
Google Translate1 is the best-known translation engine, allowing automatic trans-
lation of texts in many languages; Systran2 is a free online hybrid MT engine that
combines rule-based and statistical MT (SMT). Moses3 is a publicly available SMT
system, intensively used by MT researchers all over the world. It allows automatic
training of translation models for any language pair, as long as a collection of parallel
data is available, such as Europarl (Koehn 2005).
Due to the fact that SMT systems are highly dependent on the training data and thus
behave differently in distinct domains, we have chosen parallel corpora with different
characteristics. Therefore, we perform our experiments on a corpus that contains the
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– speech transcriptions (and respective translations of the subtitles into EP) of TED-
talks;4
– touristic texts from the bilingual UP magazine;5
– TREC evaluation questions (Li and Roth 2002), translated into EP in a previous
work by Costa et al. (2012).6
In thisway,we are able to study and cover errors resulting, respectively, from speech
translations, from translations within a restricted domain and also from translations
over specific constructions, which is the case of questions. Moreover, the EP transla-
tions of the corpora were used to automatically evaluate the translation performed by
all systems.
This paper is organised as follows: in Sect. 2 we present related work, in Sect. 3 we
detail the error taxonomy, and, in Sect. 4, we describe the corpora, the tools used in
our experiments and the annotation process. In Sect. 5 we analyze the errors resulting
from the translations and in Sect. 6 we discuss error gravity. Finally, in Sect. 7, we
highlight the main conclusions and point to future work.
2 Related work
Several studies have been developed with the goal of classifying translation errors
in MT. In addition, several works focus on the identification of machine or human
translation errors. Some research targets semi- or fully automatic error analysis meth-
ods, while others manually analyze these errors. In this section we survey the most
significant work on these subjects.
Starting with the problem of error classification, different taxonomies have been
suggested.7 One of the most referenced taxonomies in MT is the hierarchical classi-
fication proposed by Vilar et al. (2006). They extend the work of Llitjós et al. (2005),
and split errors into five classes: “MissingWords”, “Word Order”, “Incorrect Words”,
“Unknown Words” and “Punctuation Errors”. A “Missing Words” error is produced
when some words in the generated sentence are missing. “Word Order” errors concern
the word order of the generated sentence. This problem is solved by moving words or
blocks of words within the sentence. “Incorrect Words” are found when the system is
unable to find the correct translation of a given word. “Unknown Words” are “trans-
lated” simply by copying the input word to the generated sentence, without further
processing. Finally, “Punctuation Errors” represent only minor disturbances, but are
also considered in this taxonomy.
Inspired by the work of Vilar et al. (2006), Bojar (2011) used a similar classifica-




7 While not presenting a taxonony per se, the work of Naskar et al. (2011) is interesting to note as it presents
a tool for diagnostic evaluation of translation errors, DELiC4MT, available at http://www.computing.dcu.
ie/~atoral/delic4mt, focusing mainly on linguistic checkpoints for different part-of-speech categories.
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Order” and “Incorrect Words”. Basically he uses Vilar’s taxonomy, but eliminates the
“Unknown Words” category.
The classification of errors by Elliott et al. (2004) was progressively developed dur-
ing the analysis and manual annotation of approximately 20,000 words of MT output,
translated from French into English by four systems (Systran, Reverso Promt,8 Com-
prendium9 and SDL’s online Free Translation10). This taxonomy is slightly different,
as the annotations were made according to items that a post-editor would need to
amend if he/she was revising the texts to publishable quality. Error types were divided
according to parts-of-speech and then sub-divided as “Inappropriate”, “Untranslated”,
“Incorrect”, “Unnecessary” and “Omitted”.
At this point it is important to say that all taxonomies are influenced by the idiosyn-
crasies of the languages with which they are working. For instance, the work carried
out byVilar et al. (2006) concerns experimentswith the language pair English–Chinese
and, thus takes into consideration error types that are not relevant for European lan-
guages. For instance, working particularly with Chinese, they felt the need to introduce
new types of reordering errors, as the position of the modifier changes according to the
sentence construction (declarative, interrogative, subordinate/infinitival sentences). In
our particular case, as we are working with translations from EN into EP, our main
concern was to develop a taxonomy that captures all idiosyncrasies of Portuguese but
that also works for Romance languages.
Although the purpose of this work is to classify MT errors, for the creation of our
error taxonomy, we think it is also important to consider error classification studies
for human errors. Regarding human translation errors, Dulay et al. (1982) suggest two
major descriptive error taxonomies: the linguistic category classification (LCC) and
the surface structure taxonomy (SST). LCC is based on linguistic categories (general
ones, such as morphology, lexis, and grammar as well as more specific ones, such
as auxiliaries, passives, and prepositions). SST focuses on the way surface structures
have been altered by learners (e.g. omission, addition,misformation, andmisordering).
These two approaches are presented as alternative taxonomies. However, according
to James (1998), there is great benefit in combining them into a single bidimensional
taxonomy.
In connection with human errors, but this time errors produced by humans in a
translation task, we should alsomention theMultilingual eLearning in Language Engi-
neering project11 (MeLLANGE). They produced theMeLLANGE Learner Translator
Corpus (Castagnoli et al. 2007) that includes work done by trainees, which was subse-
quently annotated for errors according to a customised error typology. While we have
not done any experiments with human translation errors to date, we plan to do this
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Considering the identification of MT errors, several automatic measures are pro-
posed in the literature. Among these, two of the most widely used scores in SMT
are BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002) and METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie 2014). BLEU
scores are calculated by comparing translated segments with reference translations.
Those scores are then averaged over the whole corpus to reach an estimate of the trans-
lation’s overall quality. BLEU simply calculates n-gram precision without explicitly
taking into account intelligibility or grammatical correctness. METEOR (Denkowski
andLavie 2014) is an automaticmetric forMT evaluation that is based on a generalized
concept of unigram matching between the machine-produced translation and human
reference translations. It also uses other linguistic resources such as paraphrases and
generally obtains better results, which is why we have chosen to use it in our automatic
evaluation. However, even though automatic evaluation methods are very popular as
they are quicker and less expensive than a manual evaluation, human judgements of
translation performance are still more accurate. We should also add that the interpre-
tation of these measures is not easy and they do not permit a clear identification of the
engines’ problems. For instance, a BLEU score of 0.20 does not allow us to precisely
capture the type of error being produced by the MT system. Therefore, besides the
automatic evaluation of translations, some semi-automatic error analysis has also been
done. In the works described in Popović and Ney (2006) and Popović et al. (2006),
errors in an English–Spanish SMT system were analysed with respect to their mor-
phological and syntactic origin, and revealed problems in specific areas of inflectional
morphology and syntactic reordering (Kirchhoff et al. 2007). A graphical user inter-
face that automatically calculates various error measures for translation candidates
and thus facilitates manual error analysis is presented in Niessen et al. (2000).
As far as manual error identification is concerned, Bojar (2011) carried out a man-
ual evaluation of four systems: Google, PC Translator,12 TectoMT13 and CU-Bojar
(Bojar et al. 2009). In his work, Bojar used two techniques of manual evaluation to
identify error types of these MT systems. The first technique is called “blind post-
editing” and consists of an evaluation performed by two people, separately. The first
annotator receives the system output and has to correct it producing an edited version;
meanwhile the second annotator obtains the edited version, the source and the ref-
erence translation, and judges whether the translation is still acceptable. The second
technique used was the manual annotation of the errors using a taxonomy inspired by
Vilar et al. (2006).
A similar work is presented in Condon et al. (2010), but with translations to and
from English to Iraqi Arabic. Errors were annotated as “Deletions”, “Insertions” or
“Substitutions” for morphological classes and after they were assigned a type of error
following a similar taxonomy to that proposed by Vilar et al. (2006).
Furthermore, in Fishel et al. (2012) a collection of annotated translation errors is
presented, consisting of automatically produced translations and their detailed manual
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the-art methods of MT diagnostics and assessment: Addicter (Zeman et al. 2011)15
and Hjerson (Popović and Ney 2011).16 Addicter is an open-source tool that uses a
method explicitly based on aligning the hypothesis and reference translations to devise
the various error types. Hjerson decomposes theWER and PERmetrics over the words
in the translations with the same aim.
The Framework for Machine Translation Evaluation (FEMTI)17 is a tool created to
help people that evaluate MT systems. FEMTI has two classifications incorporated:
the first one consists of characteristics of the contexts where the MT systems can be
applied. The second one lists the MT systems’ characteristics, as well as the metrics
proposed tomeasure them. People that use this framework have to specify the intended
context for the MT system in the first classification and submit. In return, FEMTI
proposes a set of characteristics that are important in that particular context, using
its embedded knowledge base. All the characteristics and evaluation metrics can be
changed. After this task is completed, the evaluators can print the evaluation plan and
do the evaluation.
Concluding this section, we should mention the work described in Secară (2005),
which presents a survey on state-of-the-art translation evaluation methods, but on a
much more linguistically oriented approach. Here the focus of most of the analysed
frameworks is on annotation schemes and error weighting for assessing the quality of
a translated text, and on including post-editing feedback from human experts in error
reduction and translation improvement.
3 Taxonomy
Error identification is not always a straightforward task. Not all errors are easy to
find: some are diffused throughout the sentence or larger units of text that contains
them (James 1998). Underlying the identification issue remains the problem of their
classification. Our taxonomy classifies errors in terms of “the linguistic item which
is affected by the error” (Dulay et al. 1982). Thus, relatively coarse categories—
Orthography, Lexis, Grammar, Semantic, and Discourse—indicate the language
level where the error is located. In the following sections we explain each one of
these categories and specify the subcategories of the linguistic units where the error
occurs. This description is illustrated with errors resulting from EN to EP translations.
As usual, each error is identified with an asterisk, which is placed before the wrong
expression.
3.1 Orthography level
Orthography level errors include all the errors concerning misuse of punctuation
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punctuation, capitalization and spelling. Each incorrect use of punc-





Correct translation: chá verde
A capitalization error occurs when there is an inappropriate use of capital
letters (for instance, the use of a small caption in the first letter of a proper noun).
In the following example, the English sentence is correct, as the pronoun I is always
spelt with a capital letter. Meanwhile, the Portuguese sentence does not have a subject
(it is not expressed, but was previously mentioned) and probably because of this the
verb was spelt with a capital letter.
Example: Capitalization error
EN: ... on time, I can console myself...
EP: ... a tempo, *Posso consolar-me...
Correct translation: ... a tempo, posso consolar-me...
Finally, a spellingmistake concerns the substitution, addition or deletion of one
or more letters (or an accent) to the orthography of a word.
Example: Spelling error
EN: Basilica of the Martyrs
EP: Basílica dos *Mátires
Correct translation: Basílica dos Mártires
Although a capitalization error could be considered a spellingmistake,
we opted to provide both categories, and define them at the same abstraction level. This
is due to the fact that if a capitalization error is common in natural language processing
tasks, such as Automatic Speech Recognition and MT, a spelling mistake is not, as
usually systems are trained with texts that do not have many spelling errors (news,
parliament sessions, etc.). On the other hand, if we consider a human translation,
spelling mistakes tend to be frequent, but capitalization errors are rare.18 For this
reason, we have decided to keep both type of errors in the taxonomy, so that both
human and MT errors can be covered.
3.2 Lexis level
Under this category we have considered all errors affecting lexical items. It should be
clear that, contrary to spelling errors that respect the characters used within a word,
lexis errors concern the way each word, as a whole, is translated. Thus, the following
18 Although in some languages they can be more frequent, as for instance in German, where all nouns are
spelled with capital letter. This can be a problem for foreign students that do not have this particularity in
their mother tongue.
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types of errors at thelexis level are taken into account:omission,addition and
untranslated. Moreover, omission and addition errors are then analysed
considering the type of words they affect: (a) content words (or lexical words), i.e.,
words that carry the content or themeaning of a sentence (such as as nouns (John, room)
or adjectives (happy, new)); (b) functionwords (or grammatical words), that is, words
that have little lexical meaning, but instead serve to express grammatical relationships
with other words within a sentence (e.g. prepositions (of, at) and pronouns (he, it,
anybody)).
Omission errors happen when the translation of a word present in the source text
is missing in the resulting translation; an addition error represents the opposite
phenomenon: the translation of a word that was not present in the source text and was
added to the target text.
Example: Omission error (content word)
EN: In his inaugural address, Barack Obama
EP: No seu * inaugural, Barack Obama
Correct translation: No seu discurso inaugural, Barack Obama
Example: Omission error (function word)
EN: In India
EP: Em Índia
Correct translation: Na Índia (Na is the contraction of the proposition em and
the article a, which was missing in the translation)
In the first example, the word address, a content word, was not translated and so it
wasmissing from the sentence in Portuguese. In the second example, themissingword
is a pronoun (function word). The country India in Portuguese is always preceded by
a definite article that, in this case, is missing from the translation output.
Example: Addition error (content word)
EN: This time I’m not going to miss
EP: Desta vez *correr não vou perder
Correct translation: Desta vez não vou perder
Example: Addition error (function word)
EN: highlights the work
EP: *Já destaca-se o trabalho
Correct translation: destaca-se o trabalho
These last two examples concern the addition of words to the translation output. In
the first sentence, the translation engine added the verb correr (run) to the Portuguese
sentence. Literally, the sentence was translated as This time run I’m not going to miss.
In the second example, the added word was a function word, the adverb já (already).
In this case, the sentence was roughly translated as Already highlights the work. This
is not a grammatically or semantically wrong sentence; the only problem is that the
word already was not in the source text.
Besides omitting or adding words to the translation, one other situation can occur,
namely when a word is not translated (untranslated). An untranslated error
123
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is very common inMT, because when the engine cannot find any translation candidate
for a given source word, an option often chosen is to copy it to the translation output
‘as is’. This often results in a successful ‘translation’, e.g. where proper nouns are not
to be translated, or between languages with many cognates. An oppostite example is
the following, where the MT system had no translation for the word botany, so this
word was simply copied intact to the output sentence.
Example: Untranslated errors
EN: in the world of botany
EP: no mundo da *botany
Correct translation: no mundo da botânica
3.3 Grammar level
Grammar level errors are deviations in the morphological and syntactical aspects of
language. On this level of analysis we identified two types of errors:misselection
errors and misordering errors.
Misselection are morphological errors that the words may present. This is
the case of problems at word class-level (for instance, an adjective is needed, but the
translation engine returns a noun, instead), and at verbal level (tense and person). Errors
of agreement (gender, number, person), and in contractions (between prepositions and
articles) also fall into this category. When we have more than one of these problems
in the same word we called it a ‘blend’.




Example: Misselection error (verb level: tense)
EN: Even though this is a long list
EP: Mesmo que esta *é uma longa lista (é (to be) should be in the subjunctive and
not in the indicative mood)
Correct translation: Mesmo que esta seja uma longa lista
Example: Misselection error (verb level: person)
EN: Theater-goers can discover
EP: As pessoas que vão ao teatro *pode descobrir (the correct form of the verb
is in the the third person plural and not in the third person singular)
Correct translation: As pessoas que vão ao teatro podem descobrir
Example: Misselection error (verb level: blend)
EN: If I go to see the Dario Fo play
EP: Se *vai ver a peça de Dário Fo. (ir (to go) should be in the conditional and
not in the indicative mood and in the first person singular not the third person.)
Correct translation: Se eu for ver a peça de Dário Fo.
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Example: Misselection error (agreement: gender)
EN: The German artist Thomas Schutte
EP: *(A artista alemã) Thomas Schutte (in Portuguese, like all morphologically
rich languages, the pronoun and adjective have to agree in gender and number with
the noun, in this case masculine and singular, not feminine)
Correct translation: O artista alemão Thomas Schutte
Example: Misselection error (agreement: number)
EN: moral skills
EP: capacidades *moral (both the adjective and noun have to be in the plural
form)
Correct translation: capacidades morais
Example: Misselection error (agreement: person)
EN: learn from our failures
EP: aprender com os *vossos fracassos (the use of the possessive pronoun vossos
is grammatically correct, but it is not in the correct person)
Correct translation: aprender com os nossos fracassos
Example: Misselection error (agreement: blend)
EN: funky clothes shops
EP: lojas *simpático de roupa (the adjective is not in the correct gender and
number)
Correct translation: lojas simpáticas de roupa
Contraction problems are typical of Romance languages, such as Portuguese,
as many prepositions (like em) have to be contracted when adjacent to an article, e.g.
na results from the contraction of the preposition em (in) and the article a (a).19
Example: Misselection error (contraction)
EN: in an environment
EP: em um ambiente
Correct translation: num ambiente
Finally, Misordering errors are related with syntactic problems that the sen-
tences may demonstrate. We should point out that a good translation does not only
involve selecting the right forms to use in the right context, but also arranging them in
the right order. In Portuguese, certain word classes such as adverbials and adjectives
seem to be especially sensitive to misordering.
Example: Misordering error
EN: A person is wise.
EP: Uma pessoa sábia *é. (A person wise *is.)
Correct translation: Uma pessoa é sábia.
19 We should not confuseOmission errors of a functionwordwith Misselection errors (contraction).
In the first case, in the phrase na (em + a) Indía (in India), the article a is missing, so we have an Omission
error. Meanwhile, if we had a contraction problem, the sentence would be em a India, where both
preposition and article were correctly selected but were not contracted as they should be (em + a = na).
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3.4 Semantic level
Semantic errors are problems related to the meaning of the words and sub-
sequent wrong word selection. We have individuated three different types of
errors: confusion of senses, wrong choice, collocational error
and idioms.
Confusion of senses is the case of a word that was translated into some-
thing representing one of its possible meanings, but, in the given context, the chosen
translation is not correct.
Example: Confusion of senses errors
EN: the authentic tea set that includes a tray, teapot and glasses (glasses means
‘spectacles’, but it is also the plural of the noun glass)
EP: um autêntico jogo de chá que inclui bandeja, bule e *óculos (the authentic
tea set that includes a tray, teapot and spectacles)
Correct translation: um autêntico jogo de chá que inclui bandeja, bule e copos
As far as wrong choice errors are concerned, they occur when a wrong word,
without any apparent relation, is used to translate a given source word.
Example: Wrong choice errors
EN: in the same quarter
EP: no mesmo *histórica (in the same *historical)
Correct translation: no mesmo bairro
We should not confuse Wrong Choice with Confusion of senses. An
example of the first case is the translation of care as conta (check), where there is
no semantic relation between these two words. In contrast, the translation of glasses
as óculos (glasses) is a predictable Confusion of senses, as the English word
glasses can be translated into two different words in Portuguese: ‘glasses to drink’
(copos) and ‘glasses to see with’ (óculos).
Collocations are the other words any particular word normally keeps company
with (James 1998). They have a compositional meaning, contrary to idioms, but the
selection of their constituents is not semanticallymotivated.Collocational errors
could be considered an instantiation of the previous error, but we have decided to take
them into consideration separately. This decision was made because in the case of
Confusion of senses errors, we account for single word misuse; in contrast,
Collocational errors occur in blocks of words.
Example: Collocational errors
EN: high wind
EP: vento alto (literally means tall wind)
Correct translation: vento forte
Idiomatic errors concern errors in idiomatic expressions that the system does
not know and translates as regular text. These expressions cannot be literally translated
as their meaning it is not literal and, in many cases, the equivalent expression in the
target language is very different.
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Example: Idioms
EN: kick the bucket
EP: dar um pontapé ao balde
Correct translation: esticou o pernil (idiomatic expression that means to die)
3.5 Discourse level
Discourse-level errors are discursive options that are not the most expected. We
consider three different situations at the Discourse level: style, variety and
should not be translated.
Style errors concern a bad stylistic choice of words when translating a sen-
tence. A typical example is the repetition of a word in a nearby context, where a
synonym should have been a better option.
Example: Style errors
EN: permission to be allowed to improvise
EP: autorização para ser autorizado a improvisar (permission to be permitted to)
Correct translation: permissão para ser autorizado a improvisar
Variety errors cover the cases when the target of the translation is a certain
language, but instead lexical or grammatical structures from a variety of that language
are used. This is what happens, for instance, when the target of a translation is EP and
Brazilian Portuguese (BP) is returned, which is very common in Google translations.
With Variety errors, this taxonomy is then able to capture this phenomenon.
Example: Variety errors
EN: in his speech
EP: em seu discurso
Correct translation: no seu discurso (in EP, we need an article before the pos-
sessive pronoun (seu) that, in this case, is contracted with the preposition em (em
+ o = no))
Under the should not be translated category, we have considered all
the word’s sequences in the source language that should not be translated in the target
language. In this particular case, we can find, for instance, books or film titles. In this
example, we have the name of a Portuguese play originally Portuguese in the English
text, but the engine tried to translate it and only succeeded in adding errors.
Example: Should not be translated errors
EN: Havia um Menino que era Pessoa
EP: Havia hum Menino era Opaco Pessoa
Correct translation: Havia um Menino que era Pessoa
3.6 General Overview
In Fig. 1 we resume the taxonomy previously presented.
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Fig. 1 Taxonomy
3.7 Comparison with other taxonomies
In this section we compare our taxonomy with the ones created for MT and described
in Sect. 2, namely the ones presented in Bojar (2011) and Vilar et al. (2006), as well
as with the one traditionally used for classifying students’ errors, also described in
Sect. 2 and detailed in Dulay et al. (1982). From now on, we will call these taxonomies
Bojar, Vilar and Dulay, respectively. Table 1 summarizes the following discussion.
As far as orthography level errors are concerned, Bojar and Vilar taxonomies
only consider punctuation errors. In contrast, Dulay’s taxonomy also considers
spelling errors. Our taxonomy considers capitalization errors in addition
to these types.
Concerning lexis errors, all the taxonomies agree on the proposed different types
of errors, but there are significant differences in how grammar errors are captured.
Vilar does not consider word class errors, mentioned by all the other taxonomies,
and, on this level, it only classifies gender and number, while we found it important
to add other types of agreement, as they are significant for Portuguese and Romance
languages in general; Bojar does not talk about agreement problems, but Dulay
does take this type of error into consideration. Contraction errors are not men-
tioned by these three taxonomies. We hypothesize that this happens because most
of the taxonomies are built for English and this phenomenon is not compulsory in
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Table 1 Comparision with
other taxonomies
Error types Bojar Vilar Dulay
Orthography
Punctuation ✓ ✓ ✓
Capitalization ✘ ✘ ✘
Spelling ✘ ✘ ✓
Lexis
Omission ✓ ✓ ✓
Addition ✓ ✓ ✓
Untranslated ✓ ✓ ✓
Grammar
Word Class ✓ ✘ ✓
Verbs ✓ ✓ ✓
Agreement ✘ ✓ ✓
Contraction ✘ ✘ ✓
Misordering ✓ ✓ ✓
Semantic
Confusion of senses ✓ ✓ ✓
Wrong choice ✓ ✓ ✓
Collocational errors ✘ ✘ ✘
Idioms ✘ ✓ ✓
Discourse Style ✘ ✓ ✓
Variety ✘ ✘ ✘
Should not be translated ✘ ✘ ✘
English, as contractions are an informal option in language use. However, in several
cases contractions are obligatory in Portuguese and languages like Italian, German,
Spanish or French, so for this reason we consider that contraction errors must be
included in an error taxonomy.
Regarding semantic errors, Vilar does not mention collocational errors
and Bojar does not include idiomatic or collocational errors. Dulay talks
about all these types of semantic errors. All of the previously mentioned authors
report the existence of wrong choice of word errors. At the discourse level,
style errors are mentioned by Vilar et al. (2006), but not by Bojar (2011). Dulay
only takes into consideration errors of style, as Dulay’s taxonomy was conceived to
assess human errors, but not all the categories used in MT have a direct equivalent in a
student’s typology of mistakes. Variety errors are assessed only by our taxonomy.
As previously mentioned, this type of error is very frequent in Google’s translations of
EP. However, the same thing happens between American English and British English,
although this type of error is not considered in taxonomies built for English.
3.8 Language-dependent and -independent errors
Having discussed our proposed taxonomy, it is important to differentiate between
errors that could happen in any MT task and are independent of the source and target
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Table 2 Language-independent
errors























Should not be translated ✓
language, and those errors that are language-dependent and that may not occur in every
language. In Table 2 we present a resumé of the following discussion.
We cannot be sure that every existing language has punctuation, but we know
that a great majority of them have. We should point out that the punctuation symbols
may be different. In Greek, the question mark is written as the English semicolon and
in Spanish an inverted question mark is used at the beginning of a question and the
normal question mark is used at the end.
Capitalization errors should be considered language-specific, as languages
like Chinese, Arabic or Korean do not have capital letters.
Considering spelling mistakes, every written language has a standard orthog-
raphy, and any misuse of these rules may be marked as a spelling mistake.
As far aslexis errors are concerned,omissions,additions anduntrans-
latedwords can be present in any automatic translation, independent of the language
of focus. Regarding grammatical problems, this category of mistakes is language-
specific and not all of the grammatical error types make sense in every language.
According to Keenan and Stabler (2010), “different languages do have non-trivially
different grammars: their grammatical categories are defined internal to the language
and may fail to be comparable to ones used for other languages. Their rules, ways
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of building complex expressions from simpler ones, may also fail to be isomorphic
across languages.”
As De Saussure (1916) defended, language is ambiguous and polysemous by defin-
ition. By this we mean that in every language there are semantic problems that can
arise in an automatic translation. For instance, any idiomatic expression has a non-
literal meaning that cannot always be captured by a literal translation. Information
about the context of use is necessary for it to be well interpreted and translated.
Concerning discourse errors, style errors may occur in every language, as
different social contexts require an appropriate discourse. As far as variety is con-
cerned, not all languages have a variety, like American English and British English or
European Portuguese and Brazilian Portuguese, so this category should only be used
for these cases.
Finally, words that should not be translated and that should be kept in
the language of the source language is a language-independent problem.
4 Experimental setup
In this section we briefly describe the corpora and the tools we have used in our
experiments. We also present the annotation agreement resulting from the annotation
of the translation errors (according with the proposed taxonomy) in each corpus.
4.1 Corpora
As previously stated, the error analysis was carried out on a corpus of 750 sentence
pairs, composed of:
– 250 pairs of sentences taken from TED talks (from now on, the TED corpus);
– 250 pairs of sentences taken from the UP magazine from TAP (henceforth, the
TAP corpus);
– 250 pairs of questions taken from a corpus made available by Li and Roth (2002),
from the TREC collection (from now on, the Questions corpus).
The TED corpus is composed of TED talk subtitles and corresponding EP transla-
tions. These were created by volunteers and are available on the TED website. As we
are dealing with subtitles (and not transcriptions), content is aligned to fit the screen,
and, thus some manual pre-processing was needed to connect segments in order to
obtain parallel sentences.
The TAP corpus comprises 51 editions of the bilingual Portuguese national airline
companymagazine, divided into 2,100files for ENandEP. It has almost 32,000 aligned
sentences and a total of 724,000 Portuguese words and 730,000 English words.
The parallel corpus of Questions (EP and EN) consists of two sets of nearly 5,500
plus 500 questions each, to be used as training/test data, respectively. Details of the
SMT experiments on questions can be found in Costa et al. (2012).
Some examples of sentences from these corpora can be found in Table 3.
The Questions corpus contains short sentences and most of them start with an inter-
rogative pronoun. The TAP corpus presents more complex grammatical structures
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Table 3 Examples of sentences from the corpora
TED The publisher bears no responsibility for return of unsolicited material and reserves the
right to accept or reject any editorial and advertising material. No parts of the magazine
may be reproduced without the written permission of up. The opinions expressed in this
magazine are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the auditor.
TAP They’re the things you would expect: mop the floors, sweep them, empty the trash, restock
the cabinets. It may be a little surprising how many things there are, but it’s not
surprising what they are.
Questions Who developed the vaccination against polio?
What is epilepsy?
What year did the Titanic sink?
Who was the first American to walk in space?
Table 4 Data used in the error
analysis
Dataset Language Sentences Tokens Average
sentence length
TAP EN 250 4868 19.47
EP 250 5521 22.08
TED EN 250 3346 13.38
EP 250 3894 15.58
Questions EN 250 1856 7.42
EP 250 2048 8.19
when compared with the TED corpus, which is influenced by its semi-spontaneous
nature (some previous preparation is involved). This difference may be observed
because written language tends to be more complex and intricate than speech, with
longer sentences and many subordinate clauses. Spoken language tends to be full
of repetitions, incomplete sentences, corrections and interruptions, which sometimes
result in ungrammatical sentences.
Table 4 provides details on the number of sentences, tokens and average number of
tokens per sentence that were translated. By token we understand a string of characters
delimited by awhite space. Therefore, not onlywords, but also punctuation, are tokens.
Finally, in Table 5 we can see the number of tokens per translated dataset, and the
average number of tokens per sentence for each dataset.
4.2 Systems and tools
4.2.1 Machine translation systems
We tested four different systems in our evaluation: two mainstream online transla-
tion systems (Google Translate (statistical) and Systran (hybrid)), and two in-house
MT systems. The online systems were run as they were20 and we will denote them
20 Translated on 22/10/2014.
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Table 5 Number of tokens in
the translated corpora on the first
line, and on the second line, the
average number of tokens per
sentence for each dataset
Dataset TAP TED Questions
Online-S 5725 3855 1955
22.90 15.42 7.82
Online-G 5623 3956 2030
22.49 15.82 8.12
Moses-PB 5522 3730 2068
22.09 14.92 8.27
Moses-HPB 5507 3759 2059
22.03 15.02 8.24
Table 6 Data used for training,








TAP 4409 1000 250
TED 78,135 1000 250
Question 8,914 1000 250
Europarl 1,960,407 0 0
as Online-G and Online-S, respectively. The in-house systems were trained using
Moses: the phrase-based model (Koehn et al. 2007), and the hierarchical phrase-based
model (Chiang 2007), whichwewill henceforth denote asMoses-PB andMoses-HPB,
respectively. Both systems share the same training corpora, comprised of approxi-
mately 2 million sentence pairs from Europarl (Koehn 2005). As for the in-domain
corpora, we gathered the remaining sentence pairs for the TAP, Questions and TED
domains after removing the held-out data, and added these into the training corpora.
These contained 4409, 8904 and 78,135 sentence pairs, respectively. In total, there
were 56 million tokens in English (27.32 tokens per sentence) and 58 million tokens
(28.28 tokens per sentence) for Portuguese in the training set.21
The model was built by first running IBM model 4, with Giza++ (Och and Ney
2003), and bidirectional alignments were combined with the grow-diag-final heuristic,
followed by the phrase extraction (Ling et al. 2010) for the Moses-PB model and rule
extraction (Chiang 2007) for theMoses-HPBmodel. The parameters of themodelwere
tuned using MERT (Och 2003) on 1,000 sentence pairs from each of the domains for
this purpose. The statistics of the data used are detailed in Table 6. The splits were cho-
sen chronologically in the order the sentences occurred in the dataset. We can see that
the majority of the training data is out-of-domain (Europarl), with a relatively small
in-domain parallel dataset used. Translations were also detokenized using the Moses
detokenizer, and capitalized using the Portuguese capitalizer described in Batista et al.
(2007).
21 Tokenized using the default Moses tokenizer.
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Fig. 2 UAM corpus tool
4.2.2 UAM CorpusTool
Our corpus was annotated using the UAM CorpusTool,22 a state-of-the-art environ-
ment for annotation of text corpora (see Fig. 2).
This tool allows the annotation of multiple texts using the annotation schemes
previously designed. The annotation is simply done by swiping some text (clicking
down and dragging to the end of the segment) and then indicating the features that are
appropriate for that segment. This tool also supports a range of statistical analyses of
the corpora, allowing comparisons across subsets.
4.3 Annotation agreement
For agreement purposes we compared the answers from two annotators: the linguist
that developed the taxonomy and annotated the presented corpora, and another anno-
tator with no formal linguistic instruction. The latter was given an explanation about
the different types of errors in the taxonomy, and a set of annotation guidelines. Both
annotators identified and classified the errors on a total of 300 sentences: 25 sentences
per dataset translated by the four MT engines. Table 7 shows the agreement between
the two annotators using Cohen’s Kappa.
The agreement is first computed in terms of error location, i.e. whether the anno-
tators agree where the error is placed in the sentence. Errors can be found not only in
words or punctuation, but also betweenwords (sincewords or punctuationmarksmight
be missing). For each word, punctuation mark and space, we measure the agreement
on a binary decision regarding the existence or non-existence of an error.
22 http://www.wagsoft.com/CorpusTool.
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Localization 0.9717 0.9622 0.9670
L1 0.8295 0.9441 0.9140
L2 0.9216 0.9763 0.9434
L3 0.8223 0.9622 0.9662
L4 1 0.9554 0.9768
Then, we take all cases where annotators agree that there is an error, and check
whether they also agree on the classification of the error, considering the first
level (L1) of the taxonomy (Orthography, Lexis, Semantic, Grammar and
Discourse). We repeat the same process for the second, third and fourth levels,
where we gather all cases where the annotators agree on the previous level (it is pos-
sible that the annotators agree on a certain level and agree or not on the next one), and
compute the agreement coefficient. As Table 7 shows, the agreement on the identifi-
cation of the errors in the sentences is high for all three data sets, especially for the
corpus of questions.
5 Error analysis
In the following section we analyze the errors carried out by Online-S, Online-G,
Moses-PB and Moses-HPB, according to the proposed taxonomy and in the different
scenarios.
5.1 Preliminary remarks
Before we begin analysing our results, there are two important issues that need to be
discussed:
– We will present our results as the number of errors per dataset, but there are cases
of words that contain two errors.We have calculated the number of words with two
errors in the total of number of errors, and only between 3.05 and 11.18 % of the
words have two errors. The only exception is Moses-HPB, which in the Question
corpus contains 16.16 % of words with two errors;
– A straightforward comparison of the error types between systems is only possi-
ble at the lexis level. This is due to the fact that although in some situations
a word may have two different error tags (for instance misordering and
capitalization), words that remain untranslated or that were omitted in
the target will never have errors at the grammar or semantic levels. Thus, we
cannot use the number of errors to compare systems after the lexis level. For
instance, consider that the English sentence He was sick yesterday. was translated
as *Ele doente ontem. (verb omitted) by system A, and as *Ele está doente ontem
by system B (verb in the wrong form). Then, system A will have a lexis type
error and system B a grammar-level error. However, we cannot say that system
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Table 8 Percentage of errors
System TAP (%) TED (%) Questions (%)
Online-S 21 20 25
Online-G 10 14 13
Moses-PB 16 19 20
Moses-HPB 18 21 19
B has more grammatical errors than system A. That is, the number of errors can
be used by each system mainly as an indicator of what the system is doing wrong.
5.2 General overview
Table 8 summarizes the percentage of errors by translation scenario relative to the
number of tokens per corpus.
From these results we can observe the following:
– For the Online-S system the corpus of Questions was the most problematic doc-
ument (25 % of errors). Although the syntactic form of questions is usually very
simple (for instance, What is epilepsy?), there are problems choosing the right
interrogative pronoun. For instance, Online-S translates the sentence What is the
population of Nigeria? into *Que é a população da Nigéria?, instead of Qual é a
população da Nigéria?;
– Although the TAP magazine comprises long sentences,23 this was the corpus that
caused the fewest problems for the majority of the systems (10, 16 and 18 %, for
Online-G, Moses-PB and Moses-HPB, respectively).
Table 9 summarises the number of errors found for each error type. In the next
sections, we will discuss each specific type of error.
5.3 Lexis level errors
According toTable 10,Moses-PB andMoses-HPBperformed considerablyworse than
Online-G and Online-S on the number of untranslated words or expressions. Although
untranslated words represent the minority of lexis errors, this clearly shows
a direction on Moses developers research: the translation of unknown words (that is,
words never seen during training).
Regarding addition and omission errors, the system with more errors of this
kind was Online-S (388 and 449, respectively) and the systemwith fewest addition
and omission problems was Online-G with 133 and 220, respectively. We should
also mention that the majority of words that were added or elided were function words
and not content words.
23 For instance, the following sentence is in the TAP corpus: If it’s Saturday, there’s a play at Teatro da
Trindade called Havia um Menino que era Pessoa, where theatre-goers can discover the verses the poet
wrote for his nephews and nieces.
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Table 9 System error types
TAP TED Questions Errors
(total)
Orthography
Online-S 32 13 24 69
Online-G 19 12 3 34
Moses-PB 145 22 51 218
Moses-HPB 148 23 52 233
Lexis
Online-S 441 223 219 883
Online-G 164 133 83 380
Moses-PB 247 223 136 606
Moses-HPB 315 257 128 700
Grammar
Online-S 312 227 90 629
Online-G 157 175 72 404
Moses-PB 251 269 129 649
Moses-HPB 288 296 129 713
Semantic
Online-S 357 288 138 783
Online-G 118 135 81 334
Moses-PB 211 182 93 486
Moses-HPB 225 184 80 489
Discourse
Online-S 78 39 17 134
Online-G 79 84 23 186
Moses-PB 21 7 9 37
Moses-HPB 19 10 7 36
5.4 Grammar level errors
At the grammar level of errors, we have identified in Table 11 misselection and
misordering errors (recall that misselection errors can affect verbs, agree-
ments and contractions, while misordering includes word order problems).
As far as misordering errors are concerned, the smaller number of errors could
be explained by the common subject-verb-object (SVO) structure24 shared by Eng-
lish and Portuguese. However, although from a syntactic point of view English and
Portuguese have some aspects in common, there are also differences. For instance,
considering the order of the noun phrase (usually a noun, pronoun, or other noun-like
word (nominal), which is optionally accompanied by a modifier such as adjectives),
24 SVO is a sentence structure where the subject comes first, the verb second, and the object third, and
languages may be classified according to the dominant sequence of these elements. SVO is one of the most
common order in world languages.
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Table 10 Lexis errors
TAP TED Questions Errors
(total)
Omission
Online-S 184 118 147 449
Online-G 104 71 45 220
Moses-PB 103 104 63 270
Moses-HPB 147 122 47 316
Addition
Online-S 236 92 60 388
Online-G 54 53 26 133
Moses-PB 100 84 55 239
Moses-HPB 121 104 60 285
Untranslated
Online-S 21 13 12 46
Online-G 6 9 12 27
Moses-PB 44 35 18 97
Moses-HPB 47 31 21 99
Table 11 Grammar errors
TAP TED Questions Errors
(total)
Misordering
Online-S 112 55 51 218
Online-G 36 33 31 100
Moses-PB 66 54 53 173
Moses-HPB 96 97 56 249
Misselection
Online-S 200 172 39 411
Online-G 121 142 41 304
Moses-PB 185 215 76 476
Moses-HPB 196 199 73 464
in English the correct sequence is Adjective + Noun; meanwhile, in Portuguese, the
usual order is the opposite, although in certain contexts the order Adjective + Noun
is also possible. This idiosyncratic aspect of language may explain errors, such as
*favorito artista (favourite artist), *permanente colecção (permanent collection),
*alemã artista (german artist), and *artística carreira (artistic career). Another
structure that might influence word order is the position of the direct-object and
indirect-object pronouns. In Portuguese, the rule is that these pronouns should be
placed after the verb, but there are many exceptions. One example of this was the
sentence para comprá-lo (to buy it), which was wrongly translated by Online-G. In
this case of infinitive construction with the preposition para (to), the pronoun should
be placed before the verb para o comprar (to buy it). Meanwhile, in English, the order
should be verb + pronoun (to buy it).
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Table 12 Misselection errors
TAP TED Questions Errors
(total)
Word class
Online-S 40 20 12 72
Online-G 6 4 5 15
Moses-PB 20 31 9 52
Moses-HPB 23 29 4 56
Verbs
Online-S 55 69 16 140
Online-G 38 79 20 137
Moses-PB 49 94 25 168
Moses-HPB 54 75 24 153
Agreement
Online-S 96 71 7 174
Online-G 67 50 10 127
Moses-PB 107 89 42 238
Moses-HPB 106 91 43 240
Contraction
Online-S 9 12 4 25
Online-G 10 9 6 25
Moses-PB 8 1 0 9
Moses-HPB 9 4 1 14
Consideringmisselection errors, Table 12 summarises the associated subtypes
of errors.
The most common errors were agreement errors. We should point out that in
Portuguese, according to Cunha and Cintra (1987), the general rule for adjectives
is that they agree in gender and number with the noun they modify. In English, the
agreement between the adjective and the closest noun is restricted to the words this
and that (as well as these and those), as these are the only that have separate forms
for singular and plural. This structural difference between languages explains many
translation errors, such as a wise man being translated into Portuguese as *um sábio
pessoa (instead of uma sábia pessoa) by Moses-PB, and the exhibition translated as
*o exposição (instead of a exposição) by Online-G. In both cases the adjectives and
articles have to agree in number and gender with the noun, but that does not happen,
as we have a feminine noun (pessoa) with a masculine article (o), and a feminine noun
(exposição) with a masculine article (o). Looking at Table 12 in more detail, we can
see that there were some problems producing the correct form of the required verb,
specially on the TED talks. Portuguese has a variety of tenses, aspects, and moods, as
well as constructions with auxiliary verbs that makes it more grammatically complex
than English. For instance, in Portuguese the verb estar (to be) is used with the present
participle to indicate the present continuous aspect and the verb ter (to have) is used
with the past participle for the perfect. English has a less complex tense system, and it
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Table 13 Semantic errors
TAP TED Questions Errors
(total)
Confusion of senses
Online-S 293 261 124 678
Online-G 94 118 57 269
Moses-PB 156 144 73 373
Moses-HPB 179 154 67 400
Wrong choice
Online-S 47 19 13 79
Online-G 17 7 22 46
Moses-PB 45 27 18 90
Moses-HPB 36 18 13 67
Collocational error
Online-S 11 5 1 17
Online-G 5 5 2 12
Moses-PB 5 8 1 14
Moses-HPB 6 8 0 14
Idioms
Online-S 5 3 0 8
Online-G 2 5 0 7
Moses-PB 5 3 0 8
Moses-HPB 4 4 0 8
is not a simple task—even for a human translator—to find the correct correspondence
between the tenses of both languages.
Finally, we should take into consideration the type of misselection that had
the fewest occurrences: contractions. This result was quite unexpected as this is
another aspect of language where there is no congruence between English and Por-
tuguese. In Portuguese, in several cases contractions are compulsory. For instance,
the preposition de (of ) can be contracted with an article and become do (of +
masculine singular article), da (of + feminine singular article), duns (of + mas-
culine plural article), or dumas (of + feminine plural article). This language rule
explains errors such as em um (in + masculine singular article) by Online-G and por
a (by + feminine singular article) by Moses-PB (the correct forms are uns and pela,
respectively).
5.5 Semantic and discourse errors
Now taking a closer look at Table 13, we see that the confusion of senses
error represents the majority of the semantic errors made by all engines.
Many of the confusion of sense errors are due to prepositions like to, which
in Portuguese can have several translations (para, a or de, just to mention a few). The
same happens with copular verbs like be, which in Portuguese can be translated into
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Table 14 Discourse errors
TAP TED Questions Errors
(total)
Style
Online-S 9 8 0 17
Online-G 2 7 0 9
Moses-PB 4 2 2 8
Moses-HPB 4 6 0 10
Variety
Online-S 31 23 6 60
Online-G 56 73 22 151
Moses-PB 0 0 0 0
Moses-HPB 1 0 0 1
Should not be translated
Online-S 28 8 11 57
Online-G 20 3 1 24
Moses-PB 17 5 7 29
Moses-HPB 14 4 7 25
ser, estar or ficar. In the case of Moses-PB and Moses-HPB, some of these errors can
be linked to the nature of Europarl. For instance, ask is translated as auscultarem (aus-
cultate), you as excelência (excellency), house as assembleia (assembly) and sitting
as sessão (sesson).
Consideringwrong choice errors, these can produce translationswith no appar-
ent semantic explanation. An example of this is the translation of understand into
tradição by Moses-HPB.
Finally, collocational errors and idioms were not a significant problem.
As far asdiscourse errors are concerned, Table 14 summarises the observed number
of errors.
Clearly, translating into EP (and not BP) is where Online-G performs worse, as
there are many variety errors, resulting from the fact that this engine is translating
EN into BP.
5.6 BLEU and METEOR scores
We performed an automatic MT evaluation using BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002) as well
as METEOR25 (Denkowski and Lavie 2014), which uses other linguistic resources
such as paraphrases. The results are presented in Table 15.
The MT system that had the lowest number of errors in the Questions corpus was
Online-G. This is also the system with the best BLEU (58.76) and METEOR scores
(72.79). Both the human and the automatic evaluation metrics agree that the system
with more words tagged as errors is Online-S.
25 version 1.4
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Table 15 BLEU and METEOR
scores achieved by the
translation systems when
evaluated on each test dataset
TAP TED Questions
BLEU
Online-S 17.94 19.66 32.98
Online-G 30.10 27.27 58.76
Moses-PB 45.23 26.92 42.97
Moses-HPB 44.15 27.17 43.10
METEOR
Online-S 38.59 39.51 51.76
Online-G 49.86 48.67 72.79
Moses-PB 58.84 45.98 62.02
Moses-HPB 57.51 45.43 61.86
Table 16 BLEU and METEOR
scores achieved by the
translation systems trained
online with the Europarl corpus
TAP TED Questions
BLEU
Moses-PB 37.50 26.59 38.60
Moses-HPB 38.27 25.61 38.60
METEOR
Moses-PB 52.68 44.76 57.81
Moses-HPB 53.12 44.04 57.09
On the TED corpus, the best BLEU andMETEOR scores are the ones fromOnline-
G (27.27 and 48.67, respectively). According to the human evaluation this is also the
system that has the lowest number of errors.
Interestingly, on the TAP corpus, we observe that our in-house SMT systems obtain
a significantly better result in terms of BLEU and METEOR over Online-G, which
is trained on more data, and outperforms our systems on all other datasets. However,
we can observe that in terms of the total number of errors (as obtained by the human
evaluation), system Online-G actually performs better than the in-house systems. In
order to explain this inconsistency, we first tested whether our trained systems were
over-fitting the domain using the in-domain data. This was done by training systems
using only the Europarl dataset. Results are shown in Table 16, where we observe that
the BLEU andMETEOR scores for both Moses systems, even though having dropped
drastically, are still higher than for the system Online-G (see Table 15).
This shows that the results are not caused by over-fitting the training data as the
Europarl dataset is radically different from the TAP dataset. However, this could still
be due to the tuning corpus, which is in-domain.We looked at the development corpora
and noticed that there are many equivalent sentence pairs, such as menu items and
general flight instructions, which are present in every issue of the magazine. Further-
more, many sentences are simply repetitive, such as, Have a good flight. and Fancy a
snack. This happens with 53 sentence pairs (approximately 20 %) in the TAP corpus,
while there are only 5 and 2 (less than 1 %) repeated sentences in the Questions and
TED datasets, respectively. This allows the MT systems to tailor their output so that
the translations of such content are as close as possible to the reference. This gives
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a large boost in the BLEU and METEOR scores as they are biased towards finding
translations that are close to the reference and not by correctness per se. Still, it is
an interesting result that even in such conditions, human evaluators find more errors
in Moses-PB and Moses-HPB than in Online-G. This shows the many shortcomings
of these metrics, which rely on closeness to the reference or references rather than
analysing their linguistic quality.
To confirm the hypothesis that the boost in scores is due to the common con-
tent in every issue of the magazine (such as flight instructions or menu items),
we selected 50 sentences extracted from the magazine’s main articles only. The
recomputed METEOR and BLEU metrics on this subset are consistent with the pre-
vious experiments. As previously, Online-G (METEOR = 43.49; BLEU = 25.81)
ranks first, while Moses-PB (METEOR = 35.31; BLEU = 22.14) and Moses-
HPB (METEOR = 39.10; BLEU = 22.58) rank lower and Online-S ranks last
(METEOR = 33.19; BLEU = 15.85). These scores are in line with the human annota-
tion, which assigns better translation results to Online-G than to both Moses systems.
6 Error gravity
Having just investigated howerrors occur in four different systems and three translation
scenarios (Questions, TED and TAP datasets), we decided to analyze to what extent
distinct error types impact translation quality. To accomplish that, we start with a
subjective evaluation of theMToutputs, which consists of ranking the four translations
of each sentence (Sect. 6.1). Then, by relating this rank to our taxonomy, we are able
to show how the presence of each error type reflects on quality (Sect. 6.2).
6.1 Ranking translations
Using the same set of 75 sentences that were used in the experiment reported in
Sect. 4.3, we carried out an evaluation similar to the one proposed in Callison-Burch
et al. (2007). This task consists of presenting the annotators with the input sentence,
the correct translation and all four MT outputs. They then decide on the order of
translations based on their assessment of quality, ranking them from 1 (best) to 4
(worst). In our experiment, however, ties should only exist for translations that are
exactly the same. This encouraged judges tomake a decision evenwhen facing tenuous
differences such as capitalization, number or gender variations.
To report inter-annotator agreement, three annotators ranked a smaller sample of
120 translations: 10 sentences per dataset translated by the fourMTengines. The agree-
ment between the three annotators using Cohen’s Kappa was 0.572, which according
to Landis and Koch (1977) is considered a moderate agreement.
Table 17 shows the ranking of sentences per system, considering the 75 sentences
(4 translations for each sentence, 300 translations in total). Online-G clearly contrasts
with the other systems, having produced 50 translations that were considered the best
and only 6 that were ranked in fourth place. It is important to note that the total of 90
translations that were ranked first (instead of the expected 75) results from ties that
occur, for example, when multiple systems produce perfect translations.
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Table 17 Number of sentences
per ranking level and MT system
System 1 2 3 4
Online-S 11 31 9 24
Online-G 50 14 5 6
Moses-PB 17 16 31 11
Moses-HPB 12 14 21 28
Total 90 75 66 69
Table 18 Comparison between MT systems on 300 translations
Better than Online-S Online-G Moses-PB Moses-HPB Total
Online-S – 15 41 42 98
Online-G 58 – 56 60 174
Moses-PB 34 16 – 38 88
Moses-HPB 29 11 14 – 54
Total 121 42 111 140 –
With this ranking, we were able to see howmany times each system was better than
the other (Table 18). These results show that Online-G regularly ranks higher than the
other systems. Online-S is the next best system, ranking 98 times higher than other
systems. Finally, Moses-PB and Moses-HPB are the systems that ranked the lowest
(88 and 54 times, respectively).
6.2 Relating error types with translation quality
Although ranking translations allows us to compare performance between systems,
it is not enough to analyze error severity. If we used this ranking in a straightfor-
ward manner, we would end up grouping translations that are close to perfect with
translations that contain errors that severely hinder comprehension. For instance, the
translation Quem era o Galileo? (*Who was the Galileo?), where the only problem is
the insertion of the article “the”, ranked the lowest in its group (4th place) because all
the translations from the other systems were perfect. This contrasts with the case of
a sentence that is placed last because it has severe comprehension problems. Conse-
quently, if used directly, the ranking strategy described in Sect. 6.1 places the errors
from these two distinct cases at the same level. In other words, it causes a discrepancy
of error gravity within the same level.
To overcome this obstacle, we decided to assign a class to each set of 4 translations
of the same sentence, using the following criteria:
– All-Good: contains sets of translations where all four of them are good, and thus
the differences in their rank are caused by minor errors;
– All-Bad: is composed of sets of four translations where each has significant prob-
lems and errors that hinder comprehension;
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Fig. 3 Percentage of errors on mixed class
– Mixed: contains the remaining cases, i.e. sets of translations where some of them
have only minor errors (or are perfect) while others have severe comprehension
problems.
In sum, this formulation assigns a class to each set of 4 translations according
to the differences in terms of quality between them. Having done that, we can now
look at what happens inside each class individually, avoiding the problems that were
pointed out in the aforementioned example. An error responsible for a lower rank in
the All-Good class (like the article insertion in *Who was the Galileo?) does not have
the same impact as an error that causes a translation to rank lower on the Mixed or
All-Bad classes.
It is also important to mention that the decision to use three classes instead of a
more fine-grained classification is due to the low agreement reported in the similar
task of judging fluency and adequacy on a 5-point scale (Callison-Burch et al. 2007).
In our task of grouping sets of translations by quality we achieved a Kappa of 0.677
(considered substantial agreement). The distribution along classes was of only 14
groups of translations assigned the class All-Good, 21 classified as All-Bad, and the
majority (40) ending up classified as Mixed.
This latter class, Mixed, is the one that we are most interested to look at in detail.
In this class, we can truly distinguish between ranks, since translations that ranked
higher are expected to be good while translations that were placed last are likely to
have severe comprehension problems. For this reason, in Fig. 3 we plotted the average
percentage of each error type for the translations in the Mixed class as they occur
across ranks. Note that the “Level 1” column contains all translations that ranked first
in their set, independent of the system that generated them. Levels 2, 3 and 4 represent
the second, third and worst translations, respectively.
We can conclude that:
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Fig. 4 Percentage of subtype of errors on mixed class
– lexis and semantic errors are clearly correlated with ranking. Results show
that the more lexis and semantic errors present, the worst the translation’s
rank. This trend is much more accentuated for the semantic error type;
– lower percentages of grammar errors (approx. 15 %) seem to be associated with
better quality translations. However, it is not clear how these errors affect transla-
tions in lower ranks;
– finally, orthography and discourse errors have the lowest percentage (<
15% in all ranks), and do not show an increasing or decreasing trend, seeming to
occur at the same rate in opposing ranks.
Given some of the inconclusive results obtained in the previous figure, we decided
to look further into the taxonomy and plot the subtype of errors and corresponding
ranking, again in the Mixed Class (Fig. 4). For clarity, we have omitted all errors with
low representation (<1 %).
When plotting error subtypes, we can see that:
– both subtypes of semantic errors show great correlation with ranking. The
wrong choice subtype only occurs on translations ranked as 3 and 4. The
confusion of senses subtype demonstrates an exponential growth as the
ranking decreases, achieving almost 30 % on translations that ranked last;
– for the remaining error subtypes, both lexical and grammatical, we cannot identify
a clear trend related to the ranking,with higher percentages of errors being assigned
to the medial ranks.
Finally, we decided to look into what happens when all translations have severe
problems. Figure 5 shows the average percentage of errors for translations in the class
All-Bad. Again, we omit error types with low percentages (<1 %).
We can see that:
– contrary to what happened to the Mixed class, confusion of senses is not
discriminative any more. Instead, it just shows a high percentage for all ranks;
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Fig. 5 Percentage of subtype of errors on all-bad class
– wrong choice now shows a more clear correlation;
– also opposed to what happens in the Mixed class, misordering grammar
errors are now correlated with rank, negatively impacting comprehension;
– another difference is the occurrence of addition of content words, collo-
cational errors, and idioms, absent from theMixed class, and that appear
always associated with lower-ranking translations.
7 Conclusions and future work
This work aims at developing a detailed taxonomy of MT errors, which extends previ-
ous taxonomies, usually focused on English errors. Therefore, the proposed taxonomy
is tailored to support errors that are usually associated with morphologically richer
languages, such as the Romance languages. At the basis of this taxonomy are the main
areas of linguistics, we hope that it can be easily extended in order to support errors
associated with specific phenomena in other Romance languages.
After establishing our taxonomy, we automatically translated sentences from three
corpora, each one representing a specific translation challenge, using four different sys-
tems: two mainstream online translation systems (Google Translate (Statistical) and
Systran (Rule-based)), and two in-house MT systems. Errors were manually anno-
tated, according to the proposed taxonomy, allowing us to evaluate each system and
establish some comparisons between them. For instance, we concluded that Online-G
has several mistakes of variety. This is probably due to the fact that it translates EN
into BP and not EP, as most of its training resources are BP, and it is not distinguishing
between the two varieties. RegardingMoses-HPB andMoses-PB, we could find many
lexis errors, specially “untranslated”, as their training corpus is limited both in
size and in domain. A detailed error analysis is provided in the paper.
Regarding error gravity, we found that problems related to confusion of
senses,wrong choice and misordering are the phenomena thatmost impact
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translation quality, since they seem to correlate with a subjective ranking of the trans-
lations.
As far as futurework is concerned,we intend to ask human translators to translate the
three corpora into EP. First, we will see if we need to extend our taxonomy in order to
support their mistakes. For instance, our taxonomy does not support “invented” words,
which are not usual in MT, as most systems only output words that were seen during
training. Nevertheless, these errors are quite commonplace in human translations. This
type of error could be easily integrated into the taxonomy at the lexis level. Second,
we will analyze the errors obtained and compare them with those committed by the
MT engines.
Finally, we would like to automate some steps of our taxonomy. With some statisti-
cal learning, errors like omission, addition and words that were not translated could be
automatically found and that would definitely help to make the error analysis quicker.
Furthermore, having information about the most critical sentences to translate could
shed some light on where the translation errors might be found.
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